
Computer Science is...
Computational complexity theory

Complexity theory is the 
study of how algorithms 
perform with an increase 
in input size. 

All problems (like “is n a 
prime number?”) fit inside 
a hierarchy according to 
how difficult they are to 
solve. (see diagram)

(A representation of the 
relation among complexity 
classes.)
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Exception Handling 
and 

File Input/Output



Exception in thread "main" 
java.lang.NullPointerException

at VetClinicTest.main(VetClinicTest.java:7)

Exception in thread "main"
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException: 2

at VetClinicTest.main(VetClinicTest.java:8)

We're really good at causing exceptions.
We do our best to avoid them.

This week, we will learn how to face them!
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Exceptions can be “thrown” in at least 2 ways

● You do something silly in your code so that your 
program crashes
● e.g. Access in array with index -1

● The user of your program does something silly 
so that your program crashes.
● e.g. They enter a letter as a command-line 

argument but you're expecting an integer



See Quotient.java; QuotientShort.java; 
QuotienFixed.java 
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There are several ways to deal with 
exceptions

● We have been doing so far:
● Fix the code so that the exception can't possibly 

occur anymore 
● Pretend that the exception isn't really there.

● Describe what your program should do if an 
exception occurs by adding a try/catch block to 
your code.

● Warn other programmer that a specific method 
in your code causes an exception by adding a 
throws declaration.



ThrowsDemo.java
(also a preview of file i/o)

import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class ThrowsDemo {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws FileNotFoundException{

      // This program compiles, but it crashes because 
      // the file I'm try to read doesn't exist.

      Scanner j = new Scanner(new File("nonexistantfile"));

  }

}
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Try / Catch Block 
(kind of like an if-else block)

try {
//some instructions that

 // might cause an exception
}
catch (someException x) {
//do something to deal with

  //the exception
}
//rest of code
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try {
//some instructions

}
catch (someException e) {

//some instructions
}
//rest of code

First the program will “try” to do whatever is in the “try” 
block.

There are 3 possible outcomes:
1) No error occurs in the try block
2) It fails because of a run-time error called someException
3) It fails because of a different type of run-time error
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try {
//some instructions

}
catch (someException e) {

//some instructions
}
//rest of code

Case 1: No error occurs in the try block

Everything in the try block is executed
Nothing in the catch block is executed
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try {
//some instructions

}
catch (someException e) {

//some instructions
}
//rest of code

Case 2: The code in the try block causes a 
someException 

Nothing after the exception in the try-block is 
executed
Everything in the catch block is executed



TryCatchDemo.java
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class TryCatchDemo{

  public static void main(String[] args){
   
    System.out.println("Before the try-catch");
 
    try{
      System.out.println("Try: Before the exception");
      Scanner j = new Scanner(new File("nonexistantfile"));
      System.out.println("Try: After the exception");
    }
    catch (FileNotFoundException x) {
      System.out.println("In the catch block!");
    }

    System.out.println("Rest of code");
  }
}



The following is printed

Before the try-catch
Try: Before the exception
In the catch block!
Rest of code
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try {
//some instructions

}
catch (someException e) {

//some instructions
}
//rest of code

Case 3: The code in the try block causes a another 
type of exception 

Everything before the exception executes and then 
your program crashes.



TryCatchDemo2.java

import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class TryCatchDemo{
  public static void main(String[] args){

    Scanner j = new Scanner(System.in);
    System.out.println("Before the try-catch");
 
    try{
      System.out.println("Try: Before the exception");
      int number = j.nextInt();
      System.out.println("Try: After the exception");
    }
    catch (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException x) {
      System.out.println("In the catch block!");
    }
    System.out.println("Rest of code");
}



The following is printed

$java TryCatchDemo
Before the try-catch
Try: Before the exception
Hi
Exception in thread "main" 
java.util.InputMismatchException

at java.util.Scanner.throwFor(Scanner.java:818)
at java.util.Scanner.next(Scanner.java:1420)
at java.util.Scanner.nextInt(Scanner.java:2029)
at java.util.Scanner.nextInt(Scanner.java:1989)
at TryCatchDemo.main(TryCatchDemo.java:11)

Bad input from 
user. Was 
expecting an int.
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See QuotientWithException.java
QuotientShortException.java

QuotientShortException2.java
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Good programming practice: separate 
error identification from error handling

Suppose m1 is a method that calls another method m2:

● m1 does not try to identify which errors can possibly 
come up due to calling m2.
● Instead, m2 identifies and passes this information to its 

caller, m1.

● The caller, m1, handles any error information that it 
is provided with by m2.

● This is why Java has exceptions: exceptions are 
automatically passed from a method to its callers.
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Hypothetical scenario:
For Assignment 8 in COMP-202, you must write a program that asks 
the user for two integers and prints out the result of the famous 
Ackermann function (see Wikipedia). You are provided with the 
documentation (but not the source code) of a class called 
MysteryClass that contains a method called ackermann(). You have 
written the requested program. It compiles without error. Now you 
must test it for run-time errors. Here's your program:

public class MysteryError{
  public static void main(String[] args) {
    int n1 = Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
    int n2 = Integer.parseInt(args[1]);
    int result = MysteryClass.ackermann(n1,n2);
    System.out.println("The result is " + result);
  }
}
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Why Exceptions Are Useful
● Since we don't know what is in the body of the 

ackermann() method, we have no way to figure 
out which integers trigger the exception it 
produces

● The only way to eliminate the runtime error is to 
use a try/catch block to handle the exception (or 
remove the call to ackermann() from our 
program).
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Why Exceptions Are Useful

● This is a very good example of why “separating 
error identification from error handling” is good 
practice. 
● The error is identified in ackermann() (by throwing 

an exception)
● We are able handle it in main() without having to 

understand anything about the cause of the error or 
the implementation of ackermann().
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See QuotientWithMethod.java
QuotientWithMethod2.java

QuotientWithMethodException.java
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Exceptions are organized into a 
(huge) inheritance hierarchy

Throwable

Exception

IOException

FileNotFoundException

RuntimeException

IndexOutOfBoundsException

ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException StringIndexOutOfBoundsException



Subtyping works with exceptions, too
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class ThrowsDemo {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException{

      // This program compiles, but it crashes because 
      // the file I'm try to read doesn't exist.

      Scanner j = new Scanner(new File("nonexistantfile"));

  }

}



Subtyping works with exceptions, too
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class ThrowsDemo {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception{

      // This program compiles, but it crashes because 
      // the file I'm try to read doesn't exist.

      Scanner j = new Scanner(new File("nonexistantfile"));

  }

}
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In the hierarchy, there are two kinds of 
exceptions: unchecked vs checked

All the exceptions 
in our examples so 
far are unchecked



Every method in your programs address all 
the checked exceptions it encounters.

● Either with a try-catch block

● Or with a throws declaration



File constructor throws a 
FileNotFoundException, which is Checked
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class ThrowsDemo {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception{

      // This program will not compile if I remove the 
     // throws  declaration above.

      Scanner j = new Scanner(new File("nonexistantfile"));

  }

}
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Exception in thread "main"
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException: 2

at VetClinicTest.main(VetClinicTest.java:8)

Say you encounter an exception 
like this...

To find out whether it is checked or unchecked, 
look it up in the Java API documentation

(http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/)
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Summary of Exceptions

● You should be able to explain why exceptions 
are useful and part of good programming 
practice.

● You should remember that exceptions are 
objects and that they can be divided into two 
categories: checked and unchecked.
● Checked and unchecked exceptions require 

different treatment.
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Reading from the Keyboard so far...

● We've mostly only been reading from the 
keyboard by using command-line arguments in 
the main() method.



Review: Reading from the keyboard 
with Scanner

// declare a Scanner: it makes a bridge
// between the keyboard & your program

Scanner x = new Scanner(System.in);

// read some stuff from the keyboard

int number = x.nextInt();
String name = x.nextLine();

// close the Scanner when you're done

x.close();
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Introduction to I/O

● Programs can read information from different 
locations such as
● “Standard input” (System.in)
● Files on your hard drive

● Programs can write information to different 
locations such as
● “Standard output” (System.out)
● Files on your hard drive
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Reading and Writing a File

Reading From a File is very similar 
to reading from the keyboard with 
Scanner

Writing To a File is very similar to 
writing to the screen with 
System.out.println
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Programs read/write information through I/O Streams

● A stream is a sequence of bytes that flow from a 
source to a destination

● In a program, we read information from an input 
stream and write information to an output stream

● A program can manage multiple streams at a time

● The java.io package contains many classes that 
allow us to define various streams with specific 
characteristics
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I/O Stream Categories

● The classes in the I/O package divide input 
and output streams into subcategories

● An I/O stream is either a
● character stream: deals with plain-text data
● byte stream: deals with binary data

– images
– sounds
– MS Word documents
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Standard I/O
● We care about two standard I/O streams. They are 

accessed though the System class 
●  public static InputStream in
●  public static PrintStream out

• System.in
● standard input (typically keyboard)
● we give System.in as input to Scanner constructor to 

read from keyboard
• System.out

● standard output (typically a window on screen)
● println is method of out output stream, thus to print to 

standard output we call System.out.println
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Introduction to file systems

● A file system is a way to organize data on a 
computer hard disk
● A list of named hard-disk locations
● Some of the names are files that contain data
● Some of the names are directories (a.k.a 

“folders”) which contain other files.
– A directory is really just a part of a full file name.
– The full name of a file is also called an “absolute path”: 

e.g. C:\docs\a3.java
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Introduction to file systems

● Different operating systems (Old Mac OS, 
Windows, Unix, etc) have different ways of 
organizing the data on a computer hard disk
● i.e. they have different file systems.
● They have different ways to access information 

about files and directories.
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the File class (java.io)

● Contains instance methods for obtaining file 
properties in a machine-independent fashion.
● isDirectory()
● canRead()
● getName()
● length()
● and much more...

● Does NOT read from or write to files.
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see TestFileClass.java
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Reading from a file using Scanner

● Scanner input = new Scanner(new File(blah));
● The role of the File class here is to convert a 

file on the computer into something the 
Scanner can handle

● Then you can use all the usual Scanner 
methods to read from the file:
● nextInt();
● nextLine();
● etc...
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Remember! close the Scanner when 
done with reading

Scanner input = new Scanner(someFile);

// do some reading...

// ...

input.close();
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See files TestFileScanner.java, 
TestFileScanner2, TestFileScanner3.java
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The PrintStream class (java.io)

● The constructor uses a File object to create an 
I/O stream to which you can write:

writer = new PrintStream(new File(blah));

● It has methods called print() and println() with 
which you can write to that stream.

writer.println(“yay!”);
writer.print(5 + 5);
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Essential to close the PrintStream 
when done with writing

writer = new PrintStream(someFile);

// do some writing...

// ...

writer.close();

The data may not be saved properly 
to the file if you don't  do this.
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Announcements

● Part 2 of A5 out tomorrow night.
● Extension for A5: due Friday April 8th.
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Exceptions are useful because...

● They allow error-information to be passed from 
method to method (from callee to caller).
● This means you can easily handle the run-time 

errors that can be produced by methods you didn't 
write (like methods from the Java Standard Class 
Library).
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Exercise: Exceptions

● See ExceptionStory.java
● By the way, the finally clause in a try-catch-

finally block executes at the end, no matter 
what happens in the try and catch.
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I/O Summary

● Before you can manipulate a file from inside a Java 
program, you need to construct an object that 
represents that file in your program. That's what the 
File class is for.

File birthFile = new File(“birthdays.txt”);
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I/O Summary

● To read from birthdays.txt, create a Scanner object 
that connects to the File object that represents 
birthdays.txt.

// this Scanner constructor throws a checked exception

Scanner birthReader = new Scanner(birthFile);

int j = reader.nextInt(); 
String s = reader.nextLine();



File reading exercise

● What is the value of 
count after the 
following code is 
executed with the file 
shown on the right? 

6.7  This file has
    several lines.

10 20     30      40

test

Scanner input = new Scanner(new File(“x.txt”));
int count = 0;
while(input.hasNextLine()) count++;
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I/O Summary

● To write to birthdays.txt, create a PrintStream object 
for the File object that represents birthdays.txt.

// this constructor also throws a checked exception

PrintStream birthWriter = new PrintStream(birthFile);

birthFile.println(“March 4, 1900”);
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I/O Summary

● You have to close every and Scanner object and 
PrintStream object after you are done using it.

birthWriter.close();
birthReader.close();

● After you've closed a PrintStream/Scanner object, you 
can't use it for writing/reading anymore.
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I/O Summary

● The methods used for file I/O in Scanner and PrintStream 
may cause checked exceptions.

● You must handle these exceptions by

– declaring them with the “throws” reserved word
 OR

– putting them in try-catch blocks

● The Java API documentation (and the compiler) tell 
you when exceptions need to be declared.



Exercise from Tuesday
● Write a class called “ReplaceString” that 
is used as follows:

java ReplaceString <f1> <f2> <s1> <s2>

● The ReplaceString class has a main() method only.  If there are 
exactly 4 command-line arguments, this method reads the file 
called <f1> and copies its content to the file called <f2>, except 
that every occurrence of <s1> in the input file is replaced with 
<s2> in the output file.

● Use the replaceAll method from the String class, which has 
signature String replaceAll(String s, String t) 

● Just declare the exceptions that can come up using “throws” (instead 
of handling them with try-catch blocks).
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See ReplaceString.java



How Scanner Scans

● nextInt() and nextLine() read 
tokens separated by delimiters
● For nextInt(), the delimeter is any 
whitespace character.

● For nextLine(), the delimiter is 
the '\n' character.



Scanner weirdness: Examples

● Suppose a text file named test.txt 
contains one line, as follows:

● 34 567

● After the following code is executed, 
intValue contains 34 and lineValue 
contains “ 567”

Scanner input = new Scanner(new 
File(“test.txt”));
int intValue = input.nextInt();
String lineValue = input.nextLine();



Scanner weirdness: Examples

● Suppose instead that test.txt 
contains:

● 34\n567\n

● After the same code is executed, 
intValue contains 34 and lineValue 
contains “” (empty String)

Scanner input = new Scanner(new 
File(“test.txt”));
int intValue = input.nextInt();
String lineValue = input.nextLine();
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Scanner weirdness: Why?
● Because of how nextInt() and nextLine() are 

implemented.

● nextInt() and nextLine() stop reading a token when 
they reach their respective delimiters.

● nextLine() throws out the first delimiter it finds but 
nextInt() does not.
– nextInt() saves everything before the first 

whitespace it finds, grabs that, and leaves the 
whitespace in the stream.

– nextLine() save everything before first newline it 
finds and removes the newline from the stream.

● Annoying.
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[Frequently?] Asked Questions
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Inheritance

● What's the difference between inheriting 
methods from another class and calling 
methods with “Class.method(parameters)”?
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Interfaces

● When is the best time to use them?
● See “Extra slides” section in this weeks slides for 

more details.
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Interfaces

● True or False?
● Interfaces are a way of organizing methods, so that 

multiple classes can inherit the methods instead of 
writing the same methods for each class.
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Interfaces

● False:
● Interfaces are a way of organizing methods, so that 

multiple classes can inherit the methods instead of 
writing the same methods for each class.
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Interfaces

● Correction:
● Inheritance is a way of organizing 

classes/methods, so that multiple classes can 
inherit methods from one class (instead of writing 
the same methods for each class).

● There is no inheritance with interfaces.
● An interface is a list of method headers. When a 

class implements an interface, it is making a 
guarantee about its behaviour.



A commonly used interface:
Comparable (from java.lang)

package java.lang;

public interface Comparable{
  public abstract int compareTo(Object o);
}



Exercise: design a comparable 
Rectangle

public class ComparableRectangle 
extends Rectangle implements Comparable 
{

  // fill this in

}
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Extra resources: Comparing Interfaces with 
Inheritance



  

Interfaces and inheritance are language 
features that allow code reuse

•software engineering: The practice of developing, designing, 
documenting, testing large computer programs.

•Large-scale projects face many issues:
– getting many programmers to work together

– getting code finished on time

– avoiding redundant code

– finding and fixing bugs

–maintaining, improving, and reusing existing code

•code reuse: The practice of writing code once and using it in 
many contexts.
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Another take on the 
“GeometricObject” example

● Last week, we looked at a hierarchy of shapes 
(GeometricObject, Rectangle, Circle, etc).

● The next slides (adapted from Dan's lectures) 
show how this idea can be implemented with 
interfaces.
● They show you the effect that different design 

decisions have on a program.
● They also illustrate the difference between 

interfaces and inheritance



  

Interfaces

● interface: A list of methods that a class can implement.

● We have see that inheritance gives you an is-a relationship and 
code-sharing.
– If Lawyer inherits from Employee, a Lawyer object can be treated as an 
Employee, and Lawyer inherits Employee's code.

● Interfaces give you an is-a relationship without code sharing.
– A Rectangle object can be treated as something that is Comparable.

● Interfaces are analogous to the idea of roles or certifications:

– "I'm certified as a CPA accountant.  That means I know how
to compute taxes, perform audits, and do consulting."

– "I'm certified as a Shape.  That means I know how
to compute my area and perimeter."
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Interfaces

Sometimes in Java, we will have two 
classes that share a similar structure, 
but neither of them is clearly the parent 
of the other.
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Interfaces

Interfaces will be used when we have a 
very broad/abstract concept/role that 
can be implemented in many different 
ways.

Making an instance of this concept might 
not make sense, but I do want to make 
instances of classes that implement the 
concept.
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Example: Shape

There are many kinds of Shape

-Polygon
-Circle
-Concave
-Ellipse
-Quadrilateral (extends Polygon maybe!)
-Rectangle (extends Quadrilateral maybe!)
-Square (extends Rectangle maybe!)
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Every single one of the Shape-like classes 
would have 2 methods:

computeArea()

computerPerimeter()
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Each class would implement these 2 
methods in a different way.

Additionally, some of the classes 
may have extra behaviours.

e.g. Triangle class may have 
computeHypotenuse()
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An important thing to note is that I never want 
to actually create a Shape that is not one of 
these more specific shapes.

i.e. I don't want to do
Shape s = new Shape();

But I do want to do
Shape s = new Rectangle();
double area = s.computeArea();
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This is what interfaces will allow me to do.

When I define the Shape class, I will not 
write public class Shape as we've been 
doing normally. Instead I will write:

public interface Shape {
......

}
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Inside of the class, I will simply write the 
method header for behaviour that is 
required in a Shape

public interface Shape {
public abstract double computeArea();
public abstract double  computePerimeter();

}
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By defining Shape as an interface, I 
make it so that the compiler will give 
me an error if I ever write

new Shape();
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Inheritance vs Interfaces : Motivations

-Typically you will use inheritance when you 
have 2 (or more) similar classes and one class 
is completely contained in the other. You will 
also be likely to do this if the smaller class was 
already implemented and you don't want to 
change it.
-Interfaces will be used when the classes with 
common structure do not have a clear “parent”
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